the pain of it will only surface later . . . Then suddenly I will start to cry. It can overwhelm me for days." 1 The listeners, those who bear witness, carry the stories. The listener notices the gestures, sees the tears begin to well up in the speaker's eyes, hears the abrupt halt. Empathetic listeners are ever sensitive to the nuances of trauma in the life story: long silences, detachment, a change in voice or body language.
2 Because neither the listener nor the narrator knows where the contours of traumatized memory lie, those who listen to these stories are fully exposed to the victims' pain and grief; the narrator and listener can be trapped in an interaction of emotions. Others encounter emotionally painful narratives unexpectedly, in the context of life history interviews not ostensibly about genocide or violence. What does one do when the interview moves unexpectedly into pain or emotions so intense neither the narrator nor the listener knows where to take the interview or whether to question the narrator about the experience at all? What happens when family secrets are exposed?
4 Negotiations about the nature and depth of what can be revealed are always, to some greater or lesser extent, part of an oral history interview (unless the narrator is clearly revealing only "public" information about her or his life). The emotional relationship that the narrator and listener develop in the space of the interview may have a lasting impact on both people; the stories can change the listener's sense of self.
As is the case with many oral historians, I have often had the sensation that I am feeling the narrator's feelings. In the same way that one becomes emotionally involved in a film or a dream, I see the person's story unfold in visual terms. I understand that the narrator is experiencing a complex set of emotions and while I do not know if the feelings I am having precisely mirror those of the narrator, she seems to sense that I am deeply involved in her story.
Paul Stoller wrote that the anthropologist is in a between state much of the time: she is never of the people she studies, but she has been so changed by the experience of knowing them, or living with them that she is no longer what she was before. There is a sense of excitement in the possibility of personal transformation resulting from an intense engagement with others. This between state, or embodied presence, that oral historians experience in the interview, carries over to the transformative process of letting the stories change them. All subsequent interviews are different because the listeners are different. One's life experience also changes the way an oral historian listens to narrators. She sees more in the next interview; she guides the narrator to explore his or her past in richer and deeper ways.
This process can be exhilarating as well as dangerous. I am aware of the power of the past to refragment or to make more whole a person's sense of self, and of the capacity of the past to dominate the present. I am careful not to transgress the narrator's boundaries, or lead them into territory I think might damage
